NOW—MICROCURRENT
PLUS COLLAGEN
MAXINE WARSH FACIAL REJUVENATION
icrocurrent, now available with Collagen
Correction, is boosting the popularity of
this non-invasive cosmetic facial rejuvenation treatment up a notch. Already an obvious
choice for women (and men!) who prefer non-surgical antiaging therapies, it’s even more popular
when applied with collagen. Now you can do it
yourself with our new home unit.
This ultra gentle and ultra simple antiaging
treatment has been around for a long time. But it’s
generating added buzz and interest from baby
boomers who want to look ultra ageless.
Once clients see this unique cosmetic microcurrent technolgy chase away signs of aging to give a
definite youthful glow, they become regulars.
Women (and men) like that it gives a bouncy,
thicker feel to the skin, is non invasive, and has no
bruising, down time, or side effects except improvement. This may be why it’s popular with celebs and
those in the public eye, and why more than 9000
treatments in ten years have been given to our
Toronto clients.
“People should do this to look and feel their best
for now and for later. Consider it a preventative
health measure. When we look good, we feel good.”
This unique system of cosmetic microcurrent
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Maxine Warsh
Miami expat Maxine Warsh is an entrepreneur in the facial rejuvenation business
and developed a line of skin care products and MWFR-branded cosmetic microcurrent technology. She has a B.Sc. from the University of Florida in Gainesville and
is expanding skin rejuvenation services at her clinic near Bayview Village and to
other locations.

therapy is also applied to the hands, neck and décolleté, where age is hard to hide. Treatment usually
consists of 12 visits. A monthly booster (also available with collagen) keeps you at your best. The benefits are cumulative so the earlier you start the better, but it’s never too late. Average client age is 51.
Cosmetic microcurrent grew out of applications
to reduce atrophy for Bell’s palsy and stroke patients
when its use showed skin renewal properties. It
works on the same principle as training muscles in
the gym keeps us functional and youthful and tunes
and tones the body to plump the skin from the
inside out.
Cosmetic microcurrent facial rejuvenation is the
treatment a growing number of clients choose to
look naturally revitalized, youthful, and fresh.
It’s much more fun (and way less costly!) than
going under the knife. Ask about the introductory
special.

To try it or for information, contact:
Maxine Warsh Facial Rejuvenation
305 Sheppard Ave. East 416 221 0568
www.MaxineWarsh.com • MaxineWarsh@rogers.com

